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8 ABSTRACT: Protein kinases (PKs) are allosteric enzymes
9 that play an essential role in signal transduction by regulating a
10 variety of key cellular processes. Most PKs suffer conforma-
11 tional rearrangements upon phosphorylation that strongly
12 enhance the catalytic activity. Generally, it involves the
13 movement of the phosphorylated loop toward the active site
14 and the rotation of the whole C-terminal lobe. However, not all kinases undergo such a large configurational change: The
15 MAPK extracellular signal-regulated protein kinases ERK1 and ERK2 achieve a 50 000 fold increase in kinase activity with only
16 a small motion of the C-terminal region. In the present work, we used a combination of molecular simulation tools to
17 characterize the conformational landscape of ERK2 in the active (phosphorylated) and inactive (unphosphorylated) states in
18 solution in agreement with NMR experiments. We show that the chemical reaction barrier is strongly dependent on ATP
19 conformation and that the “active” low-barrier configuration is subtly regulated by phosphorylation, which stabilizes a key salt
20 bridge between the conserved Lys52 and Glu69 belonging to helix-C and promotes binding of a second Mg ion. Our study
21 highlights that the on−off switch embedded in the kinase fold can be regulated by small, medium, and large conformational
22 changes.

23 ■ INTRODUCTION

24 Protein kinases (PKs) are allosteric enzymes that play an
25 essential role in signal transduction, regulating many biological
26 processes. PKs have evolved to be dynamic molecular switches
27 that can be controlled by dimerization, membrane recruitment,
28 and phosphorylation. A large set of serine/threonine and
29 tyrosine PKs are phosphorylated in their activation segment-
30 loop leading to a conformational change that strongly enhances
31 their catalytic activity, and therefore research efforts have
32 focused on understanding how kinase activity is dynamically
33 regulated by this configurational transition. In many PKs, a
34 large conformational change is observed upon activation,
35 involving the opening of the A-loop, the relative alignment of
36 N-lobe and C-lobe, and the rotation of the αC-helix. The
37 “closure/rotation” allows important residues necessary for
38 catalysis to accommodate in the active site.1

39 Extracellular activated protein kinases ERK/MAPKs (ERK1
40 and ERK2) are the most extensively studied members of the
41 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) subfamily of PKs
42 and aberrant activation of their signaling pathway is a frequent
43 event in many human malignancies.2,3 Because the ERK
44 signaling pathway is an attractive target for cancer chemo-
45 therapy, interest in its components has exploded in the past
46 few years.4,5 MAPKs are characterized by their requirement of
47 dual phosphorylation at conserved threonine (Thr) and
48 tyrosine (Tyr) residues for activation6,7 and their specific
49 activity toward Ser/Thr residues of the substrate proteins/
50 peptides, which are always followed by a proline residue.8

51Structural and biochemical studies have extensively charac-
52terized the activation process and the catalytic activity of
53MAPKs; and there is compelling evidence that MAPKs
54facilitate substrate recognition through docking interactions
55outside the active site, where ATP binding and phosphate
56transfer occur.9

57Conformational changes accompanying the activation of
58ERK2, albeit small, have been documented by X-ray structures
59of the inactive, unphosphorylated (0P-ERK2)10 and active,
60dual-phosphorylated (2P-ERK2) forms.6 Phosphorylation
61rearranges the activation loop, leading to new ion-pair
62interactions between phospho-Thr and phospho-Tyr residues
63with the basic residues in the N- and C-terminal lobes of the
64kinase core structure. Other structural changes upon activation
65include the folding of a 310 helix at loop L16 which exposes a
66hydrophobic zipper that forms the domain interface in the
67dimer,11 and a small domain rotation (5° over the C-lobe)6

68 f1(Figure 1A,B) 1. Recent studies show the importance of the
69loop L16 for the stabilization of αC-helix and also provide a
70structural framework for allosteric coupling between peptide
71binding at the D-domain docking groove and catalytic control
72via αC-helix positioning and interlobe motion in ERK2.12,13

73More recently, Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG) relax-
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74 ation dispersion experiments, an NMR-based method to
75 monitor protein dynamics on slow time scales (100−2000
76 s), suggested that ERK2 displays a dynamic equilibrium
77 between two conformational states. 0P-ERK2 presents mainly
78 an inactive conformation constrained from domain motions,
79 and phosphorylation is proposed to shift the equilibrium to
80 favor the active conformer.14 However, since 0P-ERK2 and 2P-
81 ERK2 structures are very similar, the structural differences
82 responsible for the increase in activity and CPMG reported
83 conformational changes, are far from clear.
84 The structural determinants that control ERK2 and the
85 chemical step if other kinases are also still poorly understood.
86 In most PKs in the active state, an invariant active site lysine
87 (Lys52 in ERK2) residue plays a critical role in stabilizing the
88 transition-state, by coordination to the α and β phosphoryl
89 group oxygen atoms of ATP.15,16 Substitution of this residue to
90 arginine or alanine in ERK2 results in a dramatic reduction in
91 the turnover rate, with little effect on ground state ATP
92 binding.7,17 Similarly, in inactive 0P-ERK2, Lys52 does not
93 make contact with ATP (PDB ID 4GT3), explaining its
94 reduced phosphotransfer kinetics, despite little difference in
95 ATP affinity.18,19 Dual phosphorylation is presumed to
96 optimize the alignment of Lys52, activating the protein, as
97 supported by a set of inhibitors that despite allowing the DFG
98 motif to adopt an active conformation disrupt the key salt
99 bridge between the catalytic Lys52 and a conserved glutamic
100 acid20 (Glu69 in ERK2).

101Finally, from a chemical mechanism viewpoint, there are
102several recent theoretical studies on kinases mainly based on
103hybrid quantum-mechanics/molecular-mechanics (QM/MM)
104methods.21−24 Earlier studies of CDK2, for example, suggested
105that an Asp residue serves as the general base to activate the
106Ser nucleophile. The corresponding transition state features a
107dissociative metaphosphate-like structure, stabilized by the Mg
108ion and several hydrogen bonds.21 Specifically concerning
109MAPKs, previous studies from our group using an energy
110minimization scheme, showed for ERK2 a moderate barrier
111(17 kcal/mol) for the active state, and the key role played by
112Lys52 to strongly stabilize the transition state.17

113A summary of the previous studies on ERK2 leads to the
114following conclusions: (i) the structures of ERK2 in the crystal
115active and inactive states are very similar in terms of catalytic
116pocket, (ii) ATP binding affinity is not significantly affected,
117(iii) solution NMR and H/D experiments suggest the presence
118of two conformations in 0P-ERK2 that shift to one
119configuration upon phosphorylation. None of these provides
120a definite answer to how at the molecular level dual
121phosphorylation results in ERK2 activation, and the role
122played by protein conformational dynamics in catalysis. In the
123present work, we have used multiscale molecular simulation
124tools, such as quantum mechanics (QM) and molecular
125mechanics (MM) simulations, to unravel the coupling between
126conformational dynamics and catalysis in ERK2. Our results
127provide evidence that the chemical reaction barrier is strongly

Figure 1. Activation promotes conformational changes in helix-C and the N-terminal lobe. (A) Cartoon representation of the structure of active
ERK2. Color changes from blue (N-terminal) to red (C-terminal). Secondary structures elements are labeled accordingly. (B) Kernel density
estimation of the N-lobe to C-lobe rotational angle of the ERK2 taken from 1 μs long MD simulations (inactive shown in magenta, active in green).
Vertical lines correspond to the change in the angle observed for the crystallographic structures of different kinases, the sign represents the direction
of rotation of the active conformer respect to the inactive form. (C) Inactive (magenta) and active (green) conformations of five different kinases
are shown (after C-lobe alignment) in order to illustrate the structural changes of the C-helix and N-terminal lobes.
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128 dependent on ATP conformation. In turn, the active low-
129 barrier configuration is subtly regulated by phosphorylation
130 which allows the activation loop to reorganize a key salt bridge
131 between the conserved Lys52 and Glu69 in helix-C and
132 promotes the proper binding of the second Mg ion, resulting in
133 a suitable conformation for catalysis. This mechanism, which
134 seems to be conserved in many Ser/Thr protein kinases,
135 explains why despite a lack of significant overall differences
136 between the active and inactive ERK2 structures there is a
137 50 000 fold increase in catalytic activity upon phosphorylation.

138 ■ METHODS
139 ERK2 Starting Structures. The starting structures of
140 nonphosphorylated and dual-phosphorylated ERK2 were
141 obtained from the Protein Data Bank (entries 1ERK,25

142 2ERK6 respectively). The catalytically competent complex
143 was built as in our previous QM/MM study of ERK2 reaction
144 mechanism.17 Briefly, we added to the dual-phosphorylated
145 ERK2 structure the ATP and two Mg ions using as a template
146 the structure of p38γ (PDB 1CM8).26 This structure
147 corresponds to a highly similar MAPK which was crystallized
148 phosphorylated, bound to ATP, and has two octahedrally
149 coordinated Mg binding sites. In other words, we incorporated
150 the ATP and two Mg ions to the 2P-ERK2 structure respecting
151 the coordination found in the crystal structure of p38γ
152 (1CM8). We analyzed the Mg ions coordination for other
153 protein kinases but we did not find significant differences
154 (Table S1). Subsequently, we added the phosphoacceptor
155 substrate as described in our previous work, with the OH
156 group of Thr pointing toward the γ-phosphate of ATP and the
157 conserved proline in a pocket comprised by the phospho-Thr
158 in the P+1 site.17 Last, the ATP-bound conformation for the
159 unphosphorylated form of ERK2, was built taking into account
160 the ATP and the Mg ion disposition from the inactive ERK2
161 structures 4S32 and 4GT3 (in addition to 1CM8).
162 A summary of the models used in this work is shown in

t1 163 Table 1. In all the ATP-bound structures the Mg binding Site I

164 (MSI) is built by bidentate coordination to Asp165, ATP-Pβ,
165 and two water molecules, the Mg binding site II (MSII) by
166 Asn152, Asp165 ATP-Pα, and one water molecule (Figure S1).
167 The modeled structures are provided as Supporting
168 Information.
169 Classical Simulation Parameters. All classical simula-
170 tions were performed with the AMBER16 package of
171 programs.27 The starting structures were solvated with an
172 isometric truncated octahedron of TIP3P28 water molecules
173 extending a minimum of 12 Å beyond protein edge. Hydrogen
174 atoms were added with the tleap module of the Amber
175 Program package.27 Standard protonation states were assigned
176 to titrable residues (D and E are negatively charged, K and R
177 positively charged) for all protocols. Histidine protonation was
178 assigned to favoring formation of hydrogen bonds in the crystal
179 structure. All standard residues were represented using the

180AMBER14SB force field.29 Parameters for phospho-Tyr and
181phospho-Thr were taken from Craft et al.30 and the ATP
182parameters from Meagher et al.31 In all simulations the
183particle-mesh Ewald method32 was used with a nonbonded
184cutoff of 12 Å for computing electrostatic interactions, and the
185Langevin thermostat, Berendsen barostat to maintain the
186desired temperature and pressure, respectively.33,34 All hydro-
187gen bonds were kept rigid by using the SHAKE algorithm, and
188the hydrogen mass repartitioning scheme was employed. The
189scheme scales all hydrogen masses by a factor of 3, allowing the
190use of a 4 fs time step for integrating Newton’s equations.35,36

191Each system was first gently heated to 300 K for 200 ps at
192constant volume and using a soft harmonic restraint to all C-
193alpha carbons (1 kcal/mol Å2). Subsequently, 1 ns constant
194temperature and pressure MD simulations were performed to
195equilibrate the system density without any additional restraints.
196Production simulations consisted of 1 μs long molecular
197dynamics (MD) simulations for the apo (0P-ERK2 and 2P-
198ERK2) and holo (0P-ERK2-ATP and 2P-ERK2-ATP) states.
199Domain Orientation. Domain closure/rotation was
200calculated by aligning the C-terminal lobe and then computing
201the interlobe rotation (N- to C-lobe rotation). For this
202purpose, a homemade script using pymol was used (https://
203pymolwiki.org/index.php/Angle_between_domains). The
204PDB IDs used to calculate the interdomain rotation of Figure
2051 were the following: PKA (4DFY,37 1J3H38), CDK2
206(4KD1,39 3QHW40), EGFR (2GS6, 2GS741), Src (2SRC,42

2073DQW43) and ERK2 (1ERK,25 2ERK6). The figures were
208generated using the PyMol molecular graphics software
209(v.1.7.2.1; Schrödinger LLC). The sign represents the
210direction of rotation. Negative numbers imply a clockwise
211rotation of the active form (into the direction of the ATP
212pocket, with the C-lobe below and the N-lobe above) while
213positive numbers imply a counterclockwise rotation.
214Essential Mode (EM) Analysis. To analyze the overlap
215between each protein state dynamics (0P-ERK2, 2P-ERK2, 0P-
216ERK2-ATP, and 2P-ERK2-ATP) the structural transition
217between them, we computed the “transition EM” correspond-
218ing to the first EM derived from the covariance matrix obtained
219from a combined trajectory, which is simply built by joining
220the two independent simulations. This “transition EM”
221represents a collective coordinate that describes the conforma-
222tional transition and can be used to analyze the configurational
223space, along this coordinate, explored by any simulation by
224simply projecting the corresponding trajectory on the
225corresponding EM, according to eq 1

P t r tV( ) ( )N = · 226(1)

227where V is the transition EM vector and r(t) is the protein
228conformation at time t. Projections are measured in angstroms,
229and the value corresponds to the overall deviation from the
230mean structure along the projected transition mode. After
231projecting the selected MD simulation along the selected
232mode, the normalized histograms were computed. For more
233details about EM analysis see the references.44

234Umbrella Sampling (US). US was used to determine the
235strength of the conserved salt bridge between Lys52 and
236Glu69, and to estimate the free energy change associated with
237Phe-IN and Phe-OUT states of the L16 loop, using as
238conformational coordinate the distances between Lys52:ϵ-NH3

+

239and Glu69:Cδ and between the alpha carbons of the Ile72 and
240the Phe329, respectively. Windows were evenly spaced with a
2410.5 Å separation distance and simulated for 2 ns each using a

Table 1. ERK2 Models

name ATP/2Mg Phos-Tyr and Phos-Thr substrate

0P-ERK2 - - -
P-ERK2-ATP √ - -
P-ERK2 - - -
P-ERK2-ATP √ √ -
P-ERK2-ATP-substrate √ √ √
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242 force constant of 30 kcal/mol/Å2. It should be noted that the
243 initial conformations of the 0P-ERK2-ATP and 2P-ERK2-ATP
244 for the umbrella sampling protocol, were built with a properly
245 established salt bridge. The potential of mean force was
246 calculated as implemented in WHAM.45 Histogram overlap
247 and convergence of the US simulations are respectively shown
248 in Figure S2 and Figure S3. Statistical uncertainty was
249 determined using 50 bootstrap samples and was in all cases
250 below 0.013 kcal/mol (Figure S4).
251 Thermodynamic Integration (TI). To analyze the effect
252 of dual-phosphorylation in the Mg ion affinity at the MSI site
253 we computed the binding affinity in both the 0P-ERK2-ATP
254 and 2P-ERK2-ATP states using the thermodynamic cycle
255 depicted in Figure S5. The relative free energies were
256 calculated using AMBER1627 with the AMBER 14SB force
257 field29 using the TI implementation in pmemd.46 The starting
258 structures for the TI calculation were taken from snapshots
259 corresponding to an equilibrated MD trajectory, and the free
260 energy perturbation calculations were performed by alchemi-
261 cally modifying the complex for the “disappearing” of the Mg
262 ion at the MSI site (MgI ion). This was achieved by scaling the
263 electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions
264 simultaneously and using soft-core potentials.47 We varied
265 the coupling parameter in 0.1 steps from 0 to 1 explicitly with a
266 total simulation time per λ window of 1.5 ns. To get converged
267 dv/dλ values, we kept the last nanosecond of the trajectory per
268 window. ΔΔG of Mg binding was estimated as ΔG0P − ΔG2P

t2 269 (Table 2). Each ΔG value was estimated by averaging the

270 binding energy of 3 replicates, reaching a total of 33 windows
271 per state and a total simulation time of 50 ns. Statistical
272 analysis and estimation of the binding free energy for each
273 replica were made with the python script of MBAR.48 The
274 performed TI calculations are shown in Table 2.
275 Determination of the Reaction Free Energy Profile
276 Using QM/MM and Multiple Steered Molecular Dynam-
277 ics (MSMD) Strategy. To determine the free energy profile
278 (FEP) of the phospho-transfer reaction catalyzed by ERK2, we
279 used MSMD combined with a QM/MM scheme. The FEP was
280 calculated for the 2P-ERK2-ATP-substrate system described in
281 the ERK2 Starting Structures subsection and two additional
282 systems: 2P-ERK2 K52A-ATP-substrate and 0P-ERK2-ATP-
283 (MSII)-substrate. The former was built by mutating the
284 conserved Lys52 to alanine in the 2P-ERK2-ATP-substrate
285 system and the latter by removing the Mg ion (MSI site) from
286 a 0P-ERK2-ATP structure (derived from the MDs) and adding
287 the tripeptide substrate as previously described.
288 QM/MM Methods. The system was divided into a classical
289 part (MM) and a small quantum part (QM). The QM
290 subsystem consisted of the triphosphate part of ATP, the Mg
291 cation(s), the closest water molecules completing the
292 hydration shell of the ions, and the side chain of the catalytic
293 pocket residues comprised by Asp147, Asn152, Asp165 with
294 the standard protonation state. We also include the side chain
295 of the Thr of the target peptide reaching a total of 34 atoms for
296 the 2P-ERK2-ATP-substrate system (60 if all hydrogen atoms

297are included); the self-consistent charge density functional
298tight binding (SCC-DFTB)49 level of theory was used, offering
299a balanced trade-off between accuracy and computational cost
300(implemented in AMBER 16 package27). The rest of the ERK2
301protein (classical subsystem), together with the surrounding
302water molecules, were treated classically with the AMBER14SB
303force field and the above-mentioned parameters for modified
304amino acids. All simulations were performed with periodic
305boundary conditions, a time step of 1 fs, an electrostatic cutoff
306of 15 Å, and a total production time length of 100 ps. The
307interface between the QM and MM portions was treated
308accordingly with the link atom method as implemented in the
309sander module.49

310MSMD Strategy. The MSMD method50−53 was successfully
311used previously by our group50−52,54 and comprises the use of
312a set of nonequilibrium pulling trajectories to obtain the
313associated free energy profile (ΔG). Briefly, in each trajectory,
314the system is conducted through a reaction coordinate (RC)
315by applying a time-dependent potential. H(r,λ) is the
316Hamiltonian of a system that is subject to an external time-
317dependent potential (λ = λ(t)). ΔG(λ) and W(λ) are the
318change in free energy and the external work performed on the
319system as it evolves from λ = λ0 to λt, respectively. The external
320work is performed by the guiding or steering force. Here r
321depicts a configuration of the whole system, while λ is the
322chosen reaction coordinate. Then, ΔG(λ) and W(λ) are
323related to each other by the following equation, known as
324Jarzynski’s relationship55 (eq 2).

e eG W( ) ( )= ⟨ ⟩β λ β λ− Δ −
325(2)

326The brackets in eq 2 represent an average taken over an
327ensemble of molecular dynamics trajectories provided the
328initial ensemble is equilibrated. Thus, in practice, in order to
329obtain ΔG(λ), multiple trajectories are performed in which the
330system is steered from reactants to products along λ, using an
331external force (which usually takes a harmonic potential form)
332and the work(λ) performed is measured along the trajectory.
333Once several trajectories and the corresponding work(λ)
334profiles have been determined, the free energy profile G(λ) is
335obtained using eq 2. To perform each trajectory, equilibrated
336snapshots were randomly taken from classical Molecular
337Dynamics simulations with a separation between frames of
338no less than 5 ns, beginning after the first 50 ns of the
339corresponding classical MD simulations. We use a Born−
340Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulation to equilibrate
341the system for 25 ps. Then, we selected a combination of four
342distances as the reaction coordinate, as described in eq 3:

r d d d

d

( ) (O3 P ) (P O ) (O H )

(H O2 )

λ β γ γ γ γ γ

γ δ

= − − − + −

− − 343(3)

344This reaction coordinate allows a joint description of the
345phosphate transfer, characterized by the breaking of the O3β−
346Pγ bond in the ATP, and formation of the Pγ−Oγ bond
347between the gamma phosphate and the OH of the substrate.
348As well as the proton transfer of the attacking nucleophile to
349the Asp 147 acid acting as the acceptor base, and characterized
350by the breaking of the Oγ−Hγ bond, and formation of the
351Asp147:O2δ−Hγ bond. In our particular system, the starting
352points of the RC were −4.0, −4.0, and −6.0 Å for the 2P-
353ERK2-ATP-substrate, 2P-ERK2 K52A-ATP-substrate, and 0P-
354ERK2-ATP-substrate, respectively.

Table 2. Summary of TI Calculations

name initial structure (λ = 0) final structure (λ = 1)

ΔG0P 0P-ERK2-ATP with MgI ion and
MgII ion

0P-ERK2-ATP with MgII
ion

ΔG2P 2P-ERK2-ATP with MgI ion and
MgII ion

2P-ERK2-ATP with MgII
ion
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355 For all MSMD simulations, a pulling speed of 0.07 Å/ps was
356 used. Faster speeds were tested but resulted in too much
357 variation in the W(λ) profiles, thus leading to convergence
358 problems of the potential of mean force (PMF). The number
359 of MSMD runs used to determine each PMF varied in the 10−
360 30 range as described in the results section, showing a good
361 convergence for a small number of curves (Figure S6). The
362 convergence of PMF and the standard deviation of each point
363 of the profile was determined with a leave-one-out cross-
364 validation methodology.

365 ■ RESULTS
366 ERK2 Undergoes a Small Conformational Rearrange-
367 ment upon Phosphorylation. We begin our analysis
368 looking in detail at ERK2 structural changes upon phosphor-
369 ylation (Figure1A) and its comparison with four well-studied
370 protein kinases (CDK2, PKA, EGFR, and SRC) (Figure1B,C).
371 Although in ERK2 the activation loop significantly rearranges

372when phosphorylated, there is not a significant reorientation of
373the N and C-terminal lobes, in contrast to what is observed for
374other PKs. Usually, in other kinases this change involves a
375rotation of the αC-helix, with the concomitant movement of
376the beta sheets and the glycine-rich loop of the N-terminal
377lobe, a movement that can be characterized by the angle
378between the αC-helix and αF-helix or the interlobe rotation
379(see Methods) (Figure 1A,B and Figure S7). PKA has the
380largest rotation angle, 18°, if the unphosphorylated enzyme
381(PDB ID 4DFY) is compared with the active apoenzyme
382(PDB ID 1J3H) or an even larger angle of 26° when compared
383with the active holoenzyme (PDB ID 1ATP).37 The rotation is
384similar in EGFR upon activation; SRC has a similar angle, but
385the rotation is in the opposite direction, while in CDK2 the
386angle is around 10°. However, surprisingly ERK2 crystallo-
387graphic structures show a rotation of only 5° as described by
388Barr13 (Figure 1B,C). Consistently, the N-terminal lobe
389RMSD between active and inactive structures determined

Figure 2. Phe329 as a reporter of the conformational change. (A) Shell of Ile72 (red circle), the principal conformational change involves Phe329
rotation. The red arrows shows the direction of the 3/10 helix that regulates the Phe-IN/Phe-OUT conformation. (B) Computed HMQC peaks of
0P-ERK2 and 2P-ERK2 at 25 °C. (C) Free energy profile for folding−unfolding of the L16 loop using the distance between Ile72 (Cα) and
Phe329 (Cα). Unphosphorylated ERK2 (0P-ERK2) and dual-phosphorylated ERK2 (2P-ERK2) are colored magenta and green, respectively.
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390 after fitting the C-terminal lobe is 2 Å in PKA but less than 0.7
391 Å in ERK2 (Figure 1C). Another characteristic that has been
392 used to describe kinase activation is the configuration of the so-
393 called R (regulatory) and C (catalytic) spine residue
394 interactions (Figure S8)56−58 which are disrupted in the
395 inactive state and formed in the active state. However, in ERK2
396 we observed no significant differences in the configuration
397 between the inactive and phosphorylated protein for these
398 residues. Thus the spine is formed in both states. These results
399 are consistent with the fact that the structure-based
400 classification of PKs in the active or inactive states has failed
401 to correctly assign ERK2 structures59 and suggests these
402 changes could be necessary but are not sufficient to control
403 enzymatic activity.
404 Previous studies14 also proposed that ERK2 may undergo a
405 conformational change in solution that is different from that
406 observed in the crystal structures. Therefore, and to analyze
407 the role of ERK2 conformational dynamics with the activation
408 process, we performed long (1 μs per replica) classical MD
409 simulations of both 0P-ERK2 and 2P-ERK2. Results show that
410 both states oscillate around the observed crystal (initial)
411 structure and no major changes are observed. Consistently, a
412 significant overlap of the rotational angle histogram was
413 observed between the active and inactive states either with or
414 without ATP bound (0P-ERK, 2P-ERK, 0P-ERK-ATP, and

4152P-ERK-ATP), indicating that the conformational change is
416subtle and that both states are mutually visited (Figure 1B and
417Figure S7). The small change observed for the conformational
418angle, (of ca. 5 degrees between 0P and 2P-ERK2 X-ray
419structures) is also in sharp contrast to what is observed in other
420PKs where the change is significantly larger (>10 degrees).
421Similar results are obtained when ERK2 dynamics are analyzed
422using Essential Modes (Figure S9), since the projection of both
423trajectories on the inactive-to-active transition mode (see
424Methods), shows significant overlap, underscoring the fact that
425both conformations of the kinase domain are mutually visited.
426These results together with the similarity in the X-ray
427structures,6,10 suggest that inactive and active ERK2 domain
428conformations are not only similar but are mutually visited
429during long protein dynamics in solution. Even though 1 μs
430molecular dynamics are not able to sample larger configura-
431tional changes that occur on the milliseconds to seconds scale,
432we hypothesize that the small conformational change observed
433in ERK2, compared to the other PKs, has a significant barrier
434responsible for ERK2 phosphorylation-dependent activation.
435This could explain that previous NMR studies showed two
436conformations in solution.14

437Conformational Change in the L16 Loop. A previous
438study by Xiao and collaborators14 monitored aliphatic side
439chains of Ile, Val, and Leu residues using NMR spectroscopy

Figure 3. Salt bridge formation between Lys52 and Glu69. (A) Representative crystallographic structures of MAPKs. 2P-P38γ (PDB ID: 1CM8;
left), 0P-ERK2 (PDB ID: 4GT3, 4S32; center and right). The ligands are respectively ANP, ATP, and ANP (P-β and P-γ coordinates were not
determined). The blue square (middle panel) highlights that for the Lys52 residue the side-chain is not resolved in the X-ray structure, probably
due to its flexibility. (B) Free energy profile for salt-bridge formation. 0P-ERK2-ATP and 2P-ERK2-ATP are colored magenta and green,
respectively. The Mg ions are not shown.
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440 and showed that while 0P-ERK2 exhibits a unique con-
441 formation, 2P-ERK2 dynamics was fitted to a two-state model
442 with a 20% population of state-1presumably inactive 0P-
443 ERK2-likeand 80% of state-2 which would be the bio-
444 logically active state.14

445 Ile72, located in a central position of the αC helix, showed a
446 significant change in chemical shift and also had a relationship
447 between delta-omega (CPMG chemical shift) and kex that
448 reflected a slow exchange on the NMR chemical shift time
449 scale (kex ≪ delta-omega), which resulted in two distinct
450 peaks, corresponding to each population. In the inactive
451 structure, the Phe329 (located in the L16 loop) interacts with
452 Ile72 δ-carbon and will thus be referred to the Phe-IN state.
453 On the contrary, in the 2P-ERK2 X-ray structure, Ile72 side
454 chain is exposed to the solvent since the L16 loop Phe329 ring
455 is extended outward. We called that conformation the Phe-

f2 456 OUT state (Figure 2A). We hypothesized that the observed
457 NMR change and the calculated populations could be due to
458 the small conformational change observed in the L16 loop, due
459 to the flipping of Phe329 from the Phe-IN to the Phe-OUT
460 state.
461 To support our hypothesis that this Phe-IN to Phe-OUT
462 change is partially responsible for the experimental observa-
463 tions, we first computed the Ile72 H−13C NMR shifts in both
464 conformations using SHIFT2X.60 Our results, presented in

465Figure 2B, are in qualitative agreement with the experimental
466observations,14 showing the visible presence of two peaks.
467Second, we computed the free energy profile for the Phe-IN to
468Phe-OUT conformational transition using umbrella sampling
469(US) with the distance between Ile72 and Phe329 as the
470reaction coordinate, presented in Figure 2C. The resulting free
471energy difference between both conformations is remarkably
472consistent with the experimentally obtained populations: ΔG°
473= 3.10 kcal/mol for 0P-ERK2 and ΔG° = −0.80 kcal/mol for
4742P-ERK2.14 The profile also shows that in 2P-ERK2 there is a
475relatively small barrier between both conformations (∼1.7
476kcal/mol), while the inactive ERK2 moving to the Phe-OUT
477state has a barrier of ∼5.5 kcal/mol. These results strongly
478suggest that the NMR observed configurations and their
479populations could be explained by the small rearrangement of
480the L16 loop.
481ERK2 Phosphorylation Stabilizes the Conserved Salt
482Bridge between Lys52 and Glu69. To understand how
483ERK2 phosphorylation promotes its activation, we measured
484the free energy profile of a key salt bridge between Lys52 from
485strand β3 and Glu69 from αC helix in the holo (with ATP and
4862Mg ions) forms of the active and inactive states (0P-ERK2-
487 f3ATP and 2P-ERK-ATP) (Figure 3A). This salt bridge is highly
488conserved in the kinase family and is considered a hallmark of

Figure 4. Free energy profile and structural parameters of the phosphotransfer reaction in ERK2. The mechanism of the phosphorylation process
was evaluated and characterized in the 2P-ERK2-ATP (A), 2P-ERK2-ATP K52A mutant (B), and 0P-ERK2-ATP (without the MgI ion) (C) states.
For each setup we show the obtained transition state (left panel), the work for each run, and the global free energy (middle panel depicted in gray
and purple, respectively). Finally, for each state an associativity plot, Pγ/O3β (substrate bond) vs Pγ/Oγ1 (product bond) distances, was computed
(right panel), showing the corresponding free energy values in a color scale. The Mg ions are shown as green dots.
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489 the activated state.56 In fact, it has been shown to be a great
490 classifier of kinase conformations.59

491 Figure 3B presents the classical free energy profile for
492 breaking the salt bridge in both the 0P-ERK2-ATP and 2P-
493 ERK2-ATP states. The curves were obtained by performing US
494 simulations (see Methods) starting with the salt bridge formed
495 at a Lys52:ϵ-NH3

+−Glu69:Cδ distance of 3.5 Å and broken at
496 5.3 Å. The results clearly show that for inactive ERK2 (0P-
497 ERK2-ATP) the salt bridge interaction free energy is minimal,
498 since breaking it requires 1 kcal/mol, and there is a shallow
499 minimum at ca. 5.2 Å. This result is indeed in agreement with
500 the conformation observed in the inactive complexes (PDB
501 IDs 4GT3 and 4S32). The first complex lacks the three distal
502 atoms on the side chain as expected if a residue has increased
503 flexibility, and in the second one the distance between Lys52
504 and Glu69 is 4.4 Å (Figure 3A). On the contrary, breaking this
505 interaction in the 2P-ERK2-ATP complex requires 4 kcal/mol,
506 and there is no other clear minimum. In other words, in the
507 active state the salt bridge is established, while it is labile in the
508 inactive state.
509 Impact of Lys52-Glu69 Salt Bridge Formation on the
510 Phosphate Transfer Mechanism. To evaluate the impact of
511 the Lys52-Glu69 salt bridge on the phosphate transfer
512 mechanism we first analyzed how it affects the Mg affinity.
513 The effects of Mg binding (MSI) for all protein states were
514 calculated according to the thermodynamic cycles shown in
515 Figure S5. Interestingly, the presence of the salt bridge
516 increases the MgI affinity in 8.6 kcal/mol, and most
517 importantly, it retains the ATP-Pγ and the MgI in a proper
518 “reactive” configuration. It is important to remark that this
519 result qualitatively highlights that there is a correlation
520 between the salt bridge formation and the affinity for the
521 MSI Mg cation. This is in agreement with the experimental
522 results. In the 0P-ERK2 state for the available X-ray structures
523 (4GT3 and 4S32), the MgI is absent and the atoms involved in
524 the interaction either are missing or too far. Supporting this
525 hypothesis, the molecular dynamics of 0P-ERK2-ATP exhibit
526 an incipient break of the coordination sphere of the MSI site,
527 mainly due to the proximity of Glu69 to the Mg ion (Figure
528 S10).
529 Second, and most important, we analyzed its effect on the
530 energetics and mechanism of the phosphate transfer step, by
531 computing with multiscale QM/MM MD simulations the
532 corresponding free energy profiles using a tripeptide with a Thr

f4 533 phosphoacceptor as substrate. Figure 4 presents the corre-
534 sponding results for the reactive conformation (2P-ERK2-ATP
535 with the Lys52-Glu69 salt bridge properly established, Figure
536 4A), the same structure but mutating Lys52 for Alanine, thus
537 removing the salt bridge (Figure 4B), and the conformation
538 reached after losing the Mg ion in the MSI site (Figure 4C) of
539 the 0P-ERK2-ATP state. Consistent with our hypothesis,
540 breaking the Lys52-Glu69 interaction results in a small but
541 significant increase in the reaction barrier (from 19.2 to 23.9
542 kcal/mol), and loosing the MgI in the unphosphorylated form
543 raises it even more, to 29.0 kcal/mol.
544 Concerning the reaction mechanism, as evidenced in the
545 projection of the reaction coordinate onto the 2D RC plots
546 (Figure 4, right panels), in all cases the reaction displays mostly
547 an associative character. The phosphoacceptor must first come
548 from its equilibrium distance to about 2.5 Å before the O3β-Pγ
549 bond of the ATP starts to break. Interestingly, in the transition
550 state (TS) region the reaction becomes dissociative-like, with
551 the O3β-Pγ distance increasing from ca. 1.8 to 2.5 Å reaching

552the TS structure with a trigonal planar transferring phosphate,
553a geometry that has also been observed in crystal structures of
554other S/T kinases with transition state analogues.40,61

555Comparatively, as the MSI site becomes disorganized when
556the salt bridge is broken, and finally lost, the active site
557becomes looser, a fact that is evidenced in the increasing
558dispersion of the individual work profiles, which contribute to
559an increase in the free energy barrier. Also interestingly, in the
560TS region, the reaction becomes more dissociative-like. In fact,
561in the absence of Mg2+ the substrate−Pγ bond is more often
562than not correctly established.
563We propose that the Mg ions have a preponderant role in
564the reaction catalyzed by ERK2, stabilizing the transition state.
565Also, we have previously shown that a key step in the reaction
566is the proton transfer from the substrate Thr to the side chain
567of Asp147, which belongs to a highly conserved motif in the S/
568T kinases (HRD motif).17 In agreement, a similar behavior for
569the 2P-ERK2-ATP state is observed (Figure S11, panel A).
570While the active state presents a concurrent proton transfer
571step, in the inactive state, the transfer occurs later (Figure S11,
572panel C). We can also point out that in the inactive ERK2, the
573coordination sphere of the MSII site changes while the
574phosphotransfer reaction occurs (Figure S11 E,F).

575■ DISCUSSION
576Because of the enormous relevance of PKs, the underlying
577structural reasons that characterize their phosphorylation-
578dependent activation has been a significant area of research
579during the last decades. Analysis of hundreds of different
580active−inactive pairs of PKs structures yields several common
581features that presently describe, and define, how a PK is
582structurally activated. Phosphorylation in the activation
583segment loops usually triggers a reorganization of the more
584flexible C-terminal lobe, which rotates and closes with respect
585to the N-terminal lobe, thereby correctly “shaping” the ATP
586binding active site for catalysis. This closure is accompanied by
587the formation of both hydrophobic spines, the so-called
588Regulatory (R) and Catalytic (C) spines, which respectively
589define the active state and catalytic competent active site.
590This conformational change is observed in several PKs, such
591as PKA, CDK2, or Src. Indeed recent works in JNK3 and p38
592(both representatives members of the MAPKs superfamily)
593show the importance of the elucidation of the activation
594mechanism to drug design. Although the works describe and
595even identify possible intermediaries of the activation process,
596they do not show a direct relationship between the
597conformational change and the phosphorylation process.62,63

598Also, we must consider that the hydrophobic spines in ERK2
599are present in the inactive state, and thus other explanations
600are needed, highlighting the plasticity of the kinase domain.
601In this work, we used multiscale free energy based molecular
602simulations of ERK2 to determine the key structural and
603dynamical features that explain how ERK2 phosphorylation is
604coupled to an over 50 000 times increase in its catalytic power.
605Consistent with the structural data, our results show both that
606inactive ERK2 and phosphorylated ERK2 display similar
607conformations, except for that of the L16 loop, and both
608states are mutually visited during equilibrium state molecular
609dynamics. Moreover, no significant rotation of helix-C or
610change in the size of the ATP binding pocket is observed. The
611R and C spines remain in a similar state and most residues,
612including those involved in catalysis, seem to be in a similar
613configuration. Taking all this into account we conclude that
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614 other, possibly smaller, but significant changes must regulate
615 ERK2 kinase activation.
616 The best possible candidate can relate to previous NMR
617 studies which showed the presence of two conformations (here
618 referred to as Phe-IN and Phe-OUT), that shift their
619 population upon phosphorylation. We were able to character-
620 ize this change at the atomic level, described mainly by the
621 rotation of the L16 loop with the concomitant solvent
622 exposure of Phe329 in the Phe-OUT state, which shifts the
623 NMR signal of Ile72, as shown by Xiao et. al,14 and is the
624 preferred state in phosphorylated ERK2. Remarkably, even
625 though both the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated
626 configurations are similar, the latest state significantly enhances
627 the strength of the key Lys52-Glu69 (ERK2 numbering) salt
628 bridge. This interaction correlates with a stabilization of the
629 Mg2+ binding site I15 and retains ATP in a reactive
630 conformation, therefore controlling the kinetic barrier of the

f5 631 phosphate transfer step (as summarized in Figure 5). In
632 agreement with our results, recent work in PKA shows a
633 change in the dihedral angle population between both states,
634 for the same salt bridge.64 The fact that the nonphosphorylated
635 ERK2 structure (PDB ID 4GT3) lacks the cation in the MSI
636 site also supports our observation. Also interesting, the
637 structure of CDK2 transition-state-like complex (PDB ID
638 3QHR), suggest that phosphate transfer occurs through an
639 associative mechanism, as also displayed by our results for the

640Phe-OUT state (2P-ERK2), a characteristic that is partially lost
641in the Phe-IN state (0P-ERK).
642A relevant role for the interaction between the conserved
643Lys52 and Glu69 residues has been previously highlighted for
644other kinases. However, it has been mostly seen in the context
645of the above-mentioned major configurational rearrangement
646and not as the key factor governing activation.64−66

647Phosphorylation of the activation loop stabilizes the Phe-
648OUT conformation and stabilizes the salt bridge necessary for
649proper catalysis. In agreement with our results, previous studies
650in Hog1 and p38α67−69 have shown that mutation of the
651conserved Phe residue to Leu in the L16 loop, which promotes
652stabilization of the Phe-OUT state, produces intrinsically active
653mutants and promotes dimerization. It has also been proposed
654that dimerization of ERK2, which has been linked to the Phe-
655OUT state, enhances catalytic activity and is essential for
656nuclear translocation.6

657Taking our results in the context of previous works
658concerning the relationship between phosphorylation-depend-
659ent conformational changes and catalytic activity in PKs, we
660can argue that they employ different inactivation mechanisms,
661as already indicated by other authors.57,70 The assembly of the
662hydrophobic R and C spines with domain rotation and closure
663are important in several cases, but it must be considered that to
664increase the catalytic power, and thus kinase activity, these
665changes must result in either higher affinity for the substrates
666(ATP-phosphoacceptor) and/or lower barrier for the chemical

Figure 5. The activation of ERK2 kinase catalytic activity. Phosphorylation and reorganization of the activation loop promote kinase activation.
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667 step. Our results show that despite being small, the
668 conformational change in ERK2 triggered by dual-phosphor-
669 ylation results in the stabilization of the “biologically active”
670 Phe-OUT state, increased binding of the MgI ion, and the
671 formation of a key salt bridge.
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